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A growing volume of data supports the notion that the associative parietal cortex (APC) in rodents 
plays an important role in the processing of spatial infonnation. The present paper reviews the litera
ture and available data, emphasizing the respective contribution of the APC and the hippocampus to 
spatial processing. It is proposed that the APC has a function of interfacing between the egocentric and 
allocentric coding of space. According to this view, the APC would associate visuospatial and internal 
movement-related infonnation and thus would mediate the integration of multiple egocentric frames 
of reference into allocentric spatial representations. The allocentric coding of space would be com
pleted and implemented in the hippocampal fonnation. 

Although the current focus on the role ofthe cortex in 

learning and memory in rats can be traced back to the 
first half of the century (Lashley, 1929), it is only re

cently that a systematic study of the associative parietal 

cortex (APC) has been undertaken. One historical reason 
is that, because the phylogenetic extension of associative 

cortices in the brain has traditionally been linked to the 

development of intellectual faculties in hominids, such 

lower species as the rat have been more or less denied 

possession of such areas. Another reason is that the effects 

of cortical injuries upon the performance oflearned tasks 

in the rat have long been the subject of controversy re

garding the putative role of this structure in memory pro

cesses (Meyer, 1984). 

Early research into the function of the APC in rodents 

was in part inspired by studies ofthe syndrome produced 

by damage to the (arguably homologous) parietal cortical 

regions in monkeys and in humans. Studies of monkeys 
suggested a prominent parietal role in spatial functions 

(Lynch, 1980), particularly reaching (Faugier-Grimaud, 

Frenois, & Stein, 1978). Since Balint (1909, cited by 

Hyviirinen, 1982), patients with bilateral or unilateral pos

terior parietal lesions have been known to suffer from a 

constellation of symptoms that have in common their being 

related to the processing of space and the spatial direc

tion of attention, including navigational disorientation. It 
was initially tempting to compare the effects oflesions of 

the APC with those observed after parietal damage in pri-
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mates and humans by testing rats in mazes to examine 
spatial learning (Boyd & Thomas, 1977; Davey, Rose, 

Dell, & Love, 1988; Kolb & Whishaw, 1983; Thomas & 

Weir, 1975). Nevertheless, with the progressive elabora

tion of more comprehensive models of animal spatial 

cognition, the scope of APC studies in rodents appears to 

have changed somewhat, in line with developments in 

understanding the spatial functions of other brain struc

tures. In the rat, it is now widely accepted that the hip
pocampal formation plays a fundamental role in the for

mation of allocentric spatial representations (O'Keefe & 

Nadel, 1978). The fact that other brain areas like the APC 

may be involved in the processing of spatial information 

raises the essential issue of the functional interactions, 

interdependence, and division oflabor among these struc

tures. We selectively reviewed the lesion and electro

physiological literature regarding the role of the APC in 

various aspects of spatial processing and, in particular, spa

tial navigation. This led us to propose that the APC as

sociates visuospatial and movement information, which 
allows it to provide an interface between the egocentric and 

the allocentric coding of space. 

THE ASSOCIATIVE PARIETAL CORTEX 
IN RODENTS: A SPECIFIC BRAIN REGION? 

Krieg (1946) was the first to assert the neuroanatomical 

specificity of the APe. Relying mainly on an examination 

of the cytoarchitecture, Krieg described a "region [that] 

should be the triangular zone between the three main sen

sory areas" (p. 245) and named it area 7. This finding has 

been confirmed subsequently (Kolb & Walkey, 1987). In 

addition, recent studies using fluorescent retrograde ax-
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onal tracers have revealed a cortico-cortical connectivity 

consistent with the associative area hypothesis (Kolb & 
Walkey, 1987; Reep, Chandler, King, & Corwin, 1994). 

Schematically, the APC receives projections from the vi

sual (Oc2L, Oc2M), somatosensory (Par 1), temporal 

(Tel, Te2), frontal and prefrontal (Fr2, LO, VLO), cin

gulate (Cg), and retrosplenial (RSA and RSG) cortices 

(Kolb, 1990; Reep et aI., 1994). Interestingly, Reep and 

his colleagues have shown that the cortical connections 

of APC are different from those of the neighboring sec

ondary visual, hindlimb, and retrosplenial areas, leading 

to refinement in the delineation of APC boundaries on 

the basis of corti co-cortical connections. 

The boundaries of the APC have also been defined 

with respect to its connections with the thalamus. Several 

authors using the retrograde degeneration method identi

fied specific thalamic projections from the latero-posterior 

nucleus, part of the laterodorsal nucleus, and the posterior 

nucleus (Lashley, 1941; McDaniel, McDaniel, & Thomas, 

1978; Reep et aI., 1994). This organization, roughly sim

ilar to parietal connectivity in the primate brain (Hyviiri

nen, 1982), strongly suggests that one function of area 7 

is to perform multisensory associations. 

EFFECTS OF LESIONS ON 
SPATIAL CODING: A REVIEW 

Forms of Spatial Coding 
The encoding of spatial information can rely on two 

distinct systems, namely the egocentric and the allocentric 

coding systems. In egocentric coding, spatial relation

ships, as they are extracted from sensory inputs, are re

ferred to the body of the organism. They strictly depend 

on the current position ofthe animal. Egocentric coding 

enables animals to perform route-based navigation (as 
outlined by O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978, in their discussion 

of taxon strategies). In fact, this system encompasses 

various spatial subsystems that are presumably focused 

on different body frames of reference (e.g., eye, head, 

trunk, etc.) and on different sorts of information (Nadel, 

1991). One or more of these subsystems must utilize in
ternally generated (kinesthetic) information, enabling the 

animal to monitor its position on an ongoing basis, ac

cording to the speed/duration and direction of successive 

movements (''path integration"). Another system may deal 

with the use of visual information when the animal has to 
approach a noticeable landmark. 

In contrast, the allocentric system codes the relation

ships between remote landmarks in the environment and 

between places. It enables the animal to perform place 

navigation independently of its position and location 

given that landmark information is available. When an 

animal navigates through space, sensory inputs are regis

tered initially according to body-centered frames of ref

erence. Similarly, appropriate overt orienting behavior re

quires that motor outputs also be coded in egocentric 
formats compatible with action (in terms of left, right, 

straight ahead, etc.). Thus, in line with earlier commen-

taries (Thinus-Blanc, Save, Buhot, & Poucet, 1991), we 

assume that the formation of an allocentric representa

tion of the environment (in which places and landmarks 

are represented irrespective of a specific point of view or 

trajectory) requires the integration of multiple egocentric 

frames of reference. From this it follows that there would 

need to be a mechanism allowing for the two-way conver

sion of spatial information between the egocentric and 

allocentric frames of reference (Benhamou, Bovet, & 

Poucet, 1995; Poucet & Benhamou, 1997; Thinus-Blanc 

et aI., 1991). In the last 20 years, many behavioral tasks 

have been developed to assess these various aspects ofthe 

processing of spatial information in rodents. These tasks 

have been used to study not only the cognitive processes 

at work during navigation but also the role of several brain 

regions in these processes. 

In the next two sections, we briefly review some of the 

effects of APC lesions in spatial tasks and compare them 

with the effects of hippocampal lesions in the same tasks 

whenever possible. 

Effects of Lesions on AlIocentric Coding 
Numerous studies have shown that hippocampal dam

age produces severe and lasting deficits in allocentric 

tasks-that is, when animals have to learn to navigate to

ward a goal whose location can be inferred using the re

lational properties of distal visual cues (e.g., Morris water 

task, Morris, Garrud, Rawlins, & O'Keefe, 1982). To

gether with other evidence, this demonstrates that the 
hippocampus is critically involved in the formation of an 

allocentric representation of the spatial layout. In contrast, 

it has been shown that egocentric spatial coding does not 

seem to depend on the integrity of the hippocampus. For 
instance, rats with hippocampal lesions are able to swim 

to a visible or cued platform in the water maze (McDonald 

& White, 1994; Packard & McGaugh, 1992; Whishaw & 

Jarrard, 1996), nor are they impaired in right/left discrim

ination learning (Kesner, Bolland, & Dakis, 1993; Thomp

son, 1979). Hippocampal-Iesioned rats can also learn to 

navigate to a hidden platform from a single starting 

point-that is, by following an egocentrically defined, 
constant path (Eichenbaum, Stewart, & Morris, 1990). 

It is potentially useful to consider possible roles for 
APC within this conceptual framework in terms of allo

centric and egocentric processes. Surprisingly, relatively 

few studies have tested the impact of APC lesions on al

locentric place learning. The magnitude of deficits seems 

to depend on the extent of the lesion. For example, whereas 

rats with parietal lesions encroaching both the somatosen

sory parietal and temporal cortices demonstrated a se
vere impairment in the Morris navigation task (DiMattia 

& Kesner, 1988b) and the cheeseboard place learning task 
(Kesner, Farnsworth, & DiMattia, 1989), rats with lesions 

restricted to the parietal area (as defined by Kolb & 

Walkey, 1987), were at worst mildly impaired in the nav

igation task. They failed to swim directly toward the tar

get and displayed inaccurate trajectories, but they were 

nevertheless able to seek out the platform at the correct 
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location (Ko1b, Holmes, & Whishaw, 1987; Ko1b, Suther

land, & Whishaw, 1983; Kolb & Walkey, 1987; Save & 

Moghaddam, 1996; Whishaw, 1987). In addition, post

training damage impaired place learning only transiently, 

although rats again displayed poor trajectories (Save & 

Moghaddam, 1996). When trained in a spatial task that 

relies on a go/no-go procedure, rats with APC lesions 

were transiently impaired in memory for allocentric dis

tance. In contrast, rats with hippocampal lesions displayed 

a large and permanent impairment (Long & Kesner, 1996). 

APC-lesioned rats were also tested in the Maier three

table task (Maier, 1932), which has in common with the 

water maze tasks the requirement that rats have to use the 

relational properties of distal environmental cues. How

ever, the most essential aspect of this task is that spatial 

learning occurs in the course of an initial exploration phase 

during which it is assumed that the rats build up a spatial 

representation (Ellen, Soteres, & Wages, 1984). Rats 

with lesions of the APC were initially impaired but pro

gressively improved their performance across trials and 

had reached the controls' level by the end of the experi

ment (Thinus-Blanc, Save, Poucet, & Foreman, 1996). 

Such improvement was correlated with an increase in the 

number of tables explored during the initial exploration 

phase, suggesting that the rats could compensate for def

icits due to APC lesions. 

As suggested by several authors, exploratory activity 

is crucial for the building up of spatial maps (O'Keefe & 

Nadel, 1978; Poucet, Chapuis, Durup, & Thinus-Blanc, 
1986; Thinus-Blanc et aI., 1987). One purpose ofexplo

ration is to provide the animal with spatial invariants, 

therefore allowing it to recognize and identify where it is 

in space (Poucet, 1993). The ability of APC-lesioned rats 

to process allocentric information during exploration has 

been investigated in several studies (Save, Buhot, Foreman, 

& Thinus-Blanc, 1992; Save, Poucet, Foreman, & Buhot, 

1992). Usually, the animals were allowed to explore dur

ing successive sessions a circular arena containing several 

objects. Habituation of exploratory activity and reaction 

to a modification of the object-set configuration were as

sessed. In addition, the spatial change was followed by a 
nonspatial change involving the substitution of a famil

iar object by a novel one. Rats with dorsal hippocampal 

or APC lesions were impaired at detecting the spatial 

change but not at detecting the nonspatial change (Save, 

Poucet, et aI., 1992). In this respect, the effects of hip

pocampal and APC lesions could not be dissociated, sug
gesting that the two structures are critically important for 

the identification of the spatial configuration of proximal 

intramaze objects. Nevertheless, because allocentric 

construction results from an egocentric process of infor

mation collection, it is difficult to determine which coding 

system is affected by hippocampal or parietal lesions. 

Most studies have tested the effects of lesions of the 

hippocampus and APC in spatial tasks, but they do not ac

tually provide any direct evidence for an interaction be
tween the two structures. Some support to this interaction 

has been recently provided by a study testing the effects 

of hippocampal and parietal lesions in two inbred strains 
of mice, DBAl2 (DBA) and C57BLl6 (C57). These two 

strains perform differently in spatial tasks, with C57 mice 

displaying better learning than DBA mice (Ammassari

Teu1e & Caprioli, 1985; Crusio, Schwegler, & Lipp, 1987; 

Upchurch & Wehner, 1989). DBA mice exhibit a number 

of hippocampal neurobiological alterations relative to 

C57 mice. In particular, DBA mice are characterized by 

a modest mossy fiber projection, which has been shown to 

be correlated with poor spatial performance (Schwegler 

& Crusio, 1995). They also display a lower density of neu

rons in the CAl region (Wimer et aI., 1976) and a lower 

activity of protein kinase C (Wehner, Sleight, & Upchurch, 

1990) than C57 mice. This has led several authors to con

sider DBA mice as a genetic model of hippocampal dys

function (Ammassari-Teule, Tozzi, Rossi-Arnaud, Save, 

& Thinus-Blanc, 1995; Douglas, 1975; Paylor, Baskall, & 

Wehner, 1993). When confronted with a novel configu

ration of objects, C57 mice were able to discriminate the 

spatial change. Such reactivity was abolished by either 
hippocampal or parietal lesions (Thinus-Blanc, Save, 

Rossi-Arnaud, Tozzi, & Arnmassari-Teule, 1996). In con

trast, nonlesioned DBA mice failed to react to the spatial 

change. Hippocampal lesion in DBA mice induced a non

specific decrease in interest toward both categories of ob

jects in the response-to-change phase, whereas, notably, 

APC lesions did not induce any behavioral change. Fur

thermore, the differential effects of hippocampal and 

parietal lesions in DBA mice (with a presumably dysfunc

tioning hippocampus) raise the possibility that the con

tribution of the APC to spatial processing depends on the 

degree of functionality of the hippocampus. 

Effects of Lesions on Egocentric Coding 

In spatial tasks requiring egocentric processing of 

space, the behavioral consequences of APC injuries are 

diverse. This may be explained by the fact that the term 

egocentric task includes very different learning situations 

in terms of processing and attentional requirements. Strik

ingly, in most studies, APC-lesioned animals have dis
played some impairment in the adjustment of their tra

jectories when navigating toward a goal. Foreman, Save, 

Thinus-Blanc, and Buhot (1992) found that the trajecto

ries of rats turning and running between familiar visible 

targets at opposite ends of an arena were less accurate in 

APC-lesioned rats than in controls. In a water maze task 
in which the platform was visible, APC-lesioned rats 

were slightly impaired in correcting their heading angle 

over trials and differed from control rats. Nevertheless, 

in a more difficult task in which the location of the hid

den platform was marked by a spatially discontiguous vi

sual cue attached to the pool wall, the rats were markedly 

unable to swim directly toward the target (Kolb & Walkey, 

1987). Although such inaccuracy could have been due to 

the inability to use a stable visual frame, a similar deficit 

was also observed when the animals had to swim in total 

darkness toward a platform always located in the same po
sition relative to the starting place (Save & Moghaddam, 
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1996). This suggests that the accuracy is related to the 
processing of movement-related information. A recent 

argument in support of this hypothesis comes from a study 

of response learning in a "Greek cross" shaped water 

maze in which performance was also disrupted by APC 
lesions (McDaniel et aI., 1995). Interestingly, the inaccu

racy of the trajectories following parietal damage was 

similar to that seen in tasks requiring both egocentric (Save 

& Moghaddam, 1996) and allocentric (Kolb & Walkey, 

1987) tasks. This observation provides indirect evidence 

that part of the allocentric impairment can be explained by 

a deficit in egocentric coding. 

In contrast, deficits have not been found when APC

lesioned rats were trained to respond to an egocentrically 

defined goal location in the eight-arm maze (Kesner et aI., 

1989; King & Corwin, 1992). However, ifthe deficit fol

lowing APC damage results in the inability to initiate ac
curate trajectories, this would be much less likely to be 

revealed in the eight-arm maze because the trajectories 

are more constrained by the structure of the apparatus. 

In summary, although the behavioral consequences of 

lesions have not always been homogenous from one study 

to another, APC-lesioned rats have displayed behavioral 

impairments in both egocentric tasks and allocentric tasks. 

The heterogeneity of the results may be explained by the 

fact that in spite ofthe anatomical studies mentioned ear
lier, there remains some inconsistency in the location and 

the size of APC lesions across studies, as, for example, 

in the Kolb and Walkey (1987), and DiMattia and Kesner 

(1988b) studies. The area studied by Kolb and Walkey was 

relatively small and posterior, whereas the area lesioned 

by DiMattia and Kesner was much larger and more ante

rior. We have shown that different anterior-posterior lesion 

placements induce different behavioral effects (Save, 
Poucet, et aI., 1992). Similarly, the lack of effects of APC 

lesions in Kesner et al.'s egocentric task might be related 

to their anterior placement. Another explanation for in

terstudy variability lies in the different nature of the be

havioral tasks, which require different forms of egocentric 

orientation. These different forms might be mediated by 
different brain structures. 

Summary of Lesion Studies 
In navigation tasks requiring the use of extramaze dis

tal cues, APC-lesioned rats display mild deficits. They 

seem able to learn the location of a goal, but they have 

difficulty in directing their trajectories toward this goal. 

In contrast, when APC-lesioned rodents are allowed to ex

plore the available landmarks and process proximal spa

tial information, they are as impaired as hippocampal

lesioned rats (in exploration). It is interesting to speculate 

that the degree of involvement of the APC in the pro

cessing of spatial information may vary according to the 

kind of landmarks that are used for place learning and 

navigation. Indeed, proximal and distal landmarks provide 
different information for navigation in terms of reliability 

and accuracy (Biegler & Morris, 1996). Due to movement 

parallax, when the animal is moving around, nearby stim-

uli appear to be moving faster than distant stimuli, and 

the animal is more sensitive to small changes of direction 
in nearby than in distant stimuli (Thinus-Blanc, 1996, 

pp. 134-147). Thus, integrating near information and up

dating one's trajectories by reference to proximal land

marks may be more difficult than by reference to distal 

(more distant) landmarks. The APC seems to be more 

critical for navigation using proximal landmarks than 

distal ones. In contrast, as suggested by recent electro

physiological work (Cressant, Muller, & Poucet, 1997), 

the hippocampus would appear to be more concerned 

with the processing of distal cues than of proximal cues. 

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDINGS 

The study of the role of the hippocampus in spatial 

processing has greatly benefited from single-cell record

ings in the freely moving rat. O'Keefe and Dostrovsky 

(1971) initiated this field of research when they discov

ered, in the CA 1 and CA3 regions of the hippocampus, 
pyramidal cells ("place cells") that fire intensely when the 

rat is located in a given region of its environment and are 

virtually silent when it is outside this region (the "place 
field"). Since then, their functional properties have been 

extensively investigated (see Muller, 1996, for a review). 

The location-specific firing of place cells has been shown 

to be controlled by visual and nonvisual cues (Muller & 

Kubie, 1987; Quirk, Muller, & Kubie, 1990). When it is 

possible to record simultaneously from many cells, it can 

be seen that all parts of a given environment are entirely 

mapped by a set of place fields of various sizes that are 

more or less overlapping (Eichenbaum, Wiener, Shapiro, 

& Cohen, 1989; Wilson & McNaughton, 1994). The func

tional characteristics of place cells constitute compelling 

support for the cognitive mapping theory, and the hip

pocampus is considered to be the neural structure wherein 

allocentric representations of space are constructed and/or 
implemented (O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978). 

Studies dealing with unit recordings in the APC, by 

contrast, are relatively few, but the results nevertheless give 

some hints as to the function of the APC. McNaughton, 

Leonard, and Chen (1989) recorded parietal cells from a 

region corresponding to area 7 while the rats were per

forming a radial maze task. They found cells that were 
active for specific combinations of movement and views 

of the environment. Movement correlates were defined 

as right turns, left turns, and forward motion, and visual 

correlates as headings toward different parts of the envi

ronment. In a study by McNaughton et al. (1994), corti

cal recordings revealed a more complicated picture. The 
activity of most recorded cells was found to be correlated 

with basic modes of locomotion. Nevertheless, in other 

cells, as indicated previously, movement correlates in

teracted with the spatial features of the environment. 
McNaughton et al. (1994) concluded that the APC con

tains an egocentric representation ofthe states of motion 

of the animal. Moreover, the existence of different de

grees of correlation among cell activity, movements, and 
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spatial features suggests that the APC cells could per

form intermediate processes ranging from the "simple" 

integration of self-motion information to the association 

between movement and visuospatial information. Head 

direction cells have also been recorded in the APC (Chen, 

Lin, Green, Barnes, & McNaughton, 1994). This popu

lation of cells, initially recorded in the postsubiculum of 

rats (Ranck, 1984; Taube, Muller, & Ranck, 1990a), has 

been also found in the anterior and lateral dorsal thala

mus nuclei (Mizumori & Williams, 1993; Taube, 1995). 

They are strongly active only when the rat's head is ori

ented in a given direction relative to the environment, ir

respective of its location. Therefore, head direction cells 

show complementary properties to those of place cells. 

Each cell is characterized by a specific "preferred" di

rection, defined as a relatively narrow range of angles in 

the horizontal plane (Taube et aI., 1990a, 1990b). In the 

APC, head direction cells constitute only 3% of the total, 

a very small proportion compared with the postsubicu

lum (26%) and anterior thalamic nuclei (60 %). This 

may suggest that the APC is at the start of a processing 

route that proceeds and expands in other parts of the 

brain. Most interestingly, head direction activity in the 

APC has been found to be modulated by visual and 

vestibular inputs (Chen, Lin, Barnes, & McNaughton, 

1994). Such findings support the hypothesis that the APC 

integrates and processes both visual and movement-re

lated information. Nevertheless, the existence of cells 

with similar firing properties in different regions of the 

brain suggests that the computation of head direction 

may require their integration via the involvement of a 

higher level of integration and processing. 

APC FUNCTION: MULTISENSORY 
ASSOCIATION AND INTERFACING 

BETWEEN EGOCENTRIC 
AND ALLOCENTRIC CODING 

Behavioral and lesion studies suggest that hippocampal

lesioned rats are impaired in tasks requiring allocentric 

spatial coding whereas APC-lesioned rats are impaired 

in tasks requiring egocentric and/or allocentric spatial 

coding. In addition, anatomical and electrophysiological 

data suggest that the APC could be involved in the pro

cessing of vi suo spatial and movement -related information. 

Might this constitute the fundamental function of the 

parietal area in spatial processing and explain the various 

behavioral deficits observed in navigation tasks? Several 

studies have focused on the visual component of APC 

function. It has been shown that APC lesions disrupt com

plex visual pattern discrimination and learning (McDaniel 

& Wall, 1988; McDaniel, Wildman, & Spears, 1979), but 

not simple pattern discrimination and black-white rever

sal learning (Boyd & Thomas, 1977; Kolb, Buhrman, & 

McDonald, 1989; McDaniel & Thomas, 1978; Mc

Daniel et aI., 1979). It would therefore be simple to con

clude that the APC is involved in the processing of com

plex visuospatial information. However, nothing is known 

about what kind of visuospatial information is actually 

processed by the APe. Is it related to the relative position 

of landmarks in space (local views; see McNaughton 

et aI., 1989; Poucet, 1993)? Or might it be related to visual 

motion-generated input, such as systematic changes in 

object geometry that occur contingent on movement (Re

dish & Touretzky, 1997)? 

The movement-related component has been tackled in 

a recent study by Save and Moghaddam (1996) in which 

rats had to learn to navigate in total darkness toward a 

platform in the water maze. The platform was always lo

cated at the same position relative to the starting place, 

so the animals had to rely only on the information provided 

by their swimming, including vestibular, somatosensory, 

and proprioceptive information (kinesthetic information) 

to learn the task. Acquisition was disrupted in APC

lesioned rats, suggesting that the APC plays a role in the 

integration of kinesthetic information. Finally, in spatial 

tasks designed to require the formation of associations 

between visuospatial information and locomotor response, 

APC-lesioned rats were found to be impaired (Davis & 

McDaniel, 1993). 

Thus, from all these data, the idea strongly emerges 

that the APC integrates and associates visuospatial and 

movement-related information (see McNaughton et aI., 

1989, for a previous statement of this hypothesis). Such 

information coming from various sensory and kines

thetic receptors is perceived relative to the body axis, di

rection of walking, and so forth. It is necessarily organized 

along the body referent and coded in egocentric frames 

of reference. The multiplication of egocentric views of the 

environment associated with the movements that are 

needed to go from one viewpoint to another eventually 

leads to the extraction of spatial invariants and to the for

mation of allocentric spatial representations. The electro

physiological and behavioral data reviewed in this paper 

support the idea that the APC is involved in the progres

sive integration of different egocentric frames of refer

ence and, in particular, in the association between visuo

spatial and movement-related information. The fact that 

APC lesion-induced deficits were exacerbated when the 

animals had to process nearby information is an addi

tional argument in favor of this hypothesis since this as

sociation is particularly important in such processing. 

Thus, according to our view, the APC appears to operate 

at the interface between the egocentric and the allocentric 

coding of space. This may explain why bilateral APC le

sions usually induce impairments in both egocentric and 

allocentric tasks. 

The function of an interface between the egocentric 

and allocentric formats of spatial coding would be to fa

cilitate the integration and transformation of perceptual 

formats into representational formats. This function is 

also important for the transformation of representational 

formats into formats compatible with action. Indeed, ad

equate motor outputs have to be specified in terms of going 

forward, turning left or right, and so on, with respect to 

the current position of the body. So far, it is not clear 
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whether the APC is involved in the perceptual side, in the 

action side, or in both sides ofthe egocentric-allocentric 

interface. One of the arguments in favor of a function at 

the perceptual side is provided by anatomical data showing 

that the APC receives projections from the visual and so

matosensory cortices (Kolb & Walkey, 1987). However, 

the APC may also playa role at the action side, as is sug

gested by the presence of bilateral projections with the 

frontal cortex, which is involved in the planning of action 

(Granon & Poucet, 1995). 

THE FUNCTIONAL 
INTERACTION BETWEEN THE 
APC AND THE HIPPOCAMPUS 

Behavioral and electrophysiological data suggest that 

the APC and the hippocampus make different, though 

complementary, contributions to the processing of space. 

It is now useful to envision how these two structures might 

interact. Despite the long-standing study of hippocampal 
function, interest in this issue is relatively recent. It is 

nevertheless crucial to the understanding ofthe functional 

interaction between different brain structures. As has 
been underlined previously (McNaughton et aI., 1989), 

when one considers the functional relationships between 

the hippocampus and the APC, a crucial point is that there 

are no direct connections between the two structures. 

Consequently, any "minimal" hippocampo-parietal 

interaction requires the involvement of other structures 

such as, for instance, the cingulate and the entorhinal cor

tices. This fact might be taken as reason for questioning 

the importance of the interaction altogether. However, that 

these two structures are not closely related in anatomical 

terms is not, in fact, critical to the interaction hypothesis. 
Electrophysiological data show that spatial processing is 

distributed over a large number of brain structures that 

are functionally related (Knierim, Kudrimoti, & Mc

Naughton, 1995) and constitute the elements of a general 

navigational system (Muller, 1996). 

The APC appears to deal with the association of 

visuospatial and idiothetic inputs. We assume that such 
associations would result in intermediate representations 

ofthe environment in which the importance of egocentric 

coding would decrease as the importance of allocentric 

coding increases. As proposed by Poucet (1993), the in

tegration of visual and movement information ultimately 
yields the formation of a place representation. A place is 

therefore identified as being the same irrespective of the 

direction from which it is approached, and regardless of 

changes of appearance that are associated with different 

viewpoints. One hypothesis is that the APC contributes 

to the formation of place representations by providing a 

preprocessing of local views and movements. The place 

representations would be completed and implemented in 

the hippocampus. Indeed, place cell activity appears to 

be the neural correlate of place representations. This hy
pothesis contrasts with recent models in which the pro

cessing of local views is attributed to the hippocampus 

(McNaughton et aI., 1989; Redish & Touretzky, 1997). 

Another hypothesis is that the APC initiates the acquisi

tion of a memory of the locomotor connectivity between 

specific local views (McNaughton, 1987). The multiplica

tion ofthese associations would then contribute to the ex

traction of spatial invariants (Poucet & Benhamou, 1997) 

and may prefigure the allocentric organization of the en

vironment at hippocampal level. 

However, these views of the hippocampo-parietal 

interaction are simplistic. The role ofthese two structures 

cannot be isolated from the increasing number of areas 

whose activity has been shown to be correlated with some 

spatial aspect of the world. This neural distribution ofthe 

processing of spatial information provides an explanation 

for the fact that, in most behavioral tasks, APC-Iesioned 

rats have been only mildly impaired and have sometimes 

recovered. In a recent paper, Redish and Touretzky (1997) 

proposed a model of a general navigational system that 

takes into account a large neural network including extra

hippocampal and intrahippocampal functional networks. 

Nevertheless, any model of the functional interaction 

between the APC and the hippocampus has to take into 

account that the information flow is bilateral and that the 

hippocampus-and, more broadly, the hippocampal 

formation-exerts some control via intermediate struc

tures such as the cingulate cortex (Meunier, Jaffard, & De

strade, 1991) over the functioning of the APC. 

GUIDELINES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
ON APC SPATIAL FUNCTION 

Given the small number of data, further work should be 

pursued to investigate the role of APC in the processing 

of spatial information. In particular, according to our hy

pothesis, egocentric coding should be impaired in APC

lesioned rats. However, since egocentric coding encom

passes different spatial subsystems, it seems important 

to test the effects of APC lesions in a wide variety of ego

centric tasks. This would make it possible to determine 

which sensory component of egocentric coding is sensi

tive to APC lesions. For instance, it should be fruitful to 
distinguish between the visual and kinesthetic compo

nents, provided that they are well defined in each task. As 
suggested by some data, the APC would not be involved 

in all sorts of egocentric behaviors. It would be also im

portant to dissociate in such tasks the effects of APC le

sions from other brain structures such as the caudate nu

cleus, which has been shown to be involved in the coding 

of egocentric space (Cook & Kesner, 1988; Packard & 

McGaugh, 1996; Potegal, 1969). 

Our main hypothesis is that the hippocampus and the 

APC play complementary roles in the processing of spa

tial information. Since there is little direct evidence for 
this complementarity, it would be necessary to dissociate 

and compare more systematically the performance of 

APC and hippocampal-Iesioned rats in both egocentric 

and allocentric tasks. Another possible approach would be 

to record unit activity in either area in combination with 
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lesions of the other area. The fact that, for instance, an 

APC lesion affects the firing properties of hippocampal 

place cells would demonstrate that these two structures are 

closely, functionally interrelated. Conversely, a hippocam

pal lesion would perhaps induce some modification in 

the activity of parietal cells such as the head direction cells 

(provided, of course, that the latter cells could be reli

ably identified). 

It is also possible that knowledge of the role of the APC 

in rodents may shed light on some aspects of posterior pari

etal functioning in primates. Indeed, a number of studies 

have shown that unilateral or bilateral APC lesions induce 

an attentional impairment (DiMattia & Kesner, 1988a) and 

attentional visual neglect (Foreman et aI., 1992). Interest

ingly, hemineglect is a major symptom in patients suffer

ing from unilateral parietal damage (Jeannerod, 1985). 

Note that the deficit in both rodents and primates can also 

be described as a disturbance in the processing of ego

centric space. Thus, one important issue is to understand 

how the processing of spatial information is modulated by 
APC-specific attentional processes. 

Finally, a major line of research has focused on the re

spective roles of the cortex and hippocampus in the for
mation and storage ofthe mnesic trace. The hypothesis is 

that the hippocampus is involved in acquisition and short
term storage, whereas cortical areas such as the APC are 

involved in long-term storage of the mnesic trace (Mc

Clelland, McNaughton, & O'Reilly, 1995). Within this 

theoretical frame, some recent studies have attempted to 

show retrograde amnesia in the rat following lesion ofthe 

APC (Cho, Kesner, & Brodale, 1995). 

Overall, there is strong evidence that the APC plays 

an important role in the processing of spatial information. 

Its precise function, in particular with respect to other 

brain structures such as the hippocampus, remains un

clear. Our hypothesis provides predictions regarding the 

respective roles of the APC and the hippocampus as well 
as regarding their relationships, which deserve to be 

tested and approached with different hypotheses. The most 

difficult work will then be to integrate and to reconcile 

all the facets of the parietal function in rodents. 
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